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ON  THE  TEMPORAL  STRUCTURE  
OF  ESTONIAN  SECONDARY-STRESSED  FEET*

Abstract. The article focuses on Estonian words of two and more feet, compar-
ing the temporal structures of the feet in words of four to six syllables that
consist of short primary- and secondary-stressed syllables. A phonological intro-
duction to the problem of secondary stress in Estonian is followed by the treat-
ment of lengthening of vowels in secondary-stressed feet. The article then
analyses duration ratios on the basis of phonetic data. The pronunciations of
the western and eastern peripheries of Estonia — western Saaremaa and eastern
Võrumaa — are compared to follow possible regional differences in Standard
Estonian. It appears that only in Saaremaa the unstressed vowel in a secondary-
stressed foot has generally lengthened, and the duration ratios of the secondary-
stressed foot are similar to that of the primary-stressed foot. In both areas the
temporal structure of feet depends on the general structure of the prosodic
word.
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1. Main structure of Estonian feet

The stem of a simple word may have 1—9 syllables in Estonian, cf.
au ’honour’ and vaëstasti:kusta:tama:tuma ’not being placed opposite each
other anymore (Gen.)’. Usually Estonian words contain 1—6 syllables.
A stem may be followed by an inflectional formative that may consist
of a number of syllables, and a word may end in the emphatic enclitic
-gi, e.g. vaëstasti:kusta:tama:tuma:teta:gi ’even without not being placed
opposite each other anymore (Gen.)’. With the exception of a few mono-
syllabic words that are usually unstressed in the sentence and form a
foot, leaning against a stressed word,1 a word has at least one stressed
syllable.

In an Estonian simple word the position of stresses, and thus the divi-
sion of the word into feet, generally follows the trochaic rhythm structure,
whereas the first syllable carries the primary stress (e.g. paërane:sin ’I
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recovered’, eëlasi:me ’we lived’).2 A trisyllabic simple word typically con-
sists of a single foot in contemporary Estonian, where the stressed syllable
is followed by two unstressed syllables (hoëbune ’horse’, hoëbused ’horses’).
Previously it was assumed that such words carry a secondary stress in the
second syllable in case the last syllable is short (hoëbu:ne ’horse’) or in the
third syllable if the last syllable is long (hoëbuse:d, see Ariste 1946 : 91).
Later the final third syllable was claimed to carry the secondary stress
only when including a diphthong (hoëbusei:d ’horses (Part.)’) or a conso-
nant cluster (hoëbuse:lt ’from the horse’, see Ariste 1963 : 119).

If a prosodic word has five syllables or a larger odd number of
syllables, the last secondary-stressed foot is usually trisyllabic (paërane:sime
’we recovered’, eëlasi:megi ’actually we lived’). However, in multi-foot
words morphological constraints enable trisyllabic primary-stressed feet
where the stressed syllable is followed by two unstressed syllables. For
example, the action noun marker -mine and a number of derivational affixes
usually form a foot of their own, e.g. paëranemi:se ’of recovery’, eëlami:segi
’even lodgings’; nevertheless in such cases it is possible to apply also the
trochaic model, such as paërane:mise ’of recovery’.

Historical syncope has given rise to monosyllabic feet that can be
immediately followed by a foot with a secondary-stressed syllable, espe-
cially before certain derivational affixes (eëestla:ne ’Estonian’). These con-
ditions have caused such a situation where in Estonian it is impossible to
predict the division of longer simple words into feet on the basis of the
number of syllables. In addition, one can observe alternations caused by
the dynamics of the stress system and regional differences.

The relation between word quantity and secondary stress has been
discussed extensively in the previous prosodic descriptions of Estonian.
The first set of problems concerns the question how the quantity of the
primary-stressed foot affects the position of secondary stress. Another
research problem is whether the quantity oppositions are the same in
secondary-stressed and primary-stressed feet.

Already Paul Ariste pointed to the impact of the durational relations
of the non-initial syllables on the structure of the primary-stressed foot
and, thus, the complex nature of the word as a prosodic whole. For example,
secondary stress in a five-syllable word may fall on the fourth syllable if
followed by a geminate (iëlusama:te ’of more beautiful (Pl.)’, see Ariste
1963). Neither P. Ariste nor the earlier Estonian grammatical tradition
determined quantity degrees in secondary-stressed feet outside gradational
affixes. Accordingly, it was claimed that the secondary-stressed feet have
a more simple structure by comparison with primary-stressed feet. Ilse
Lehiste (1965) was the first to break away from this tradition, postulating
that stresses and quantities are independent of each other in Estonian and
that one can distinguish between all three quantity degrees in a syllable
following a Q3 syllable. Taking into account that a Q3 syllable alone may
constitute a foot, one can conclude from I. Lehiste’s claim that in Estonian
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geminate stops on the syllable boundary and the letters b, d, g stand for short
voiceless stops.
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the structures of primary-stressed and secondary-stressed feet are in
principle similar.

The study on Estonian word phonology by Mati Hint focused on syllable
structures, stating the existence of three kinds of quantity contrasts even
in the final syllable of a word (Hint 1973 : 58). M. Hint’s comprehensive
rules highlighted an extensive stress variation and in addition to the neutral
patterns also emphatic patterns that P. Ariste had treated separately from
the usual main and secondary word stress. Tiit-Rein Viitso (1975), when
reviewing the thesis by M. Hint, claimed that the differences in the pre-
vious treatments of Estonian secondary stress could have arisen from dif-
ferent language competence. His lists of stress patterns (e.g. Viitso 1979 :
139—140) reveal differences in the structures of primary- and secondary-
stressed feet. According to T.-R. Viitso, a secondary-stressed syllable may
be followed only by an unstressed syllable, and the word-final long syl-
lables tend to be unstressed, with the exception of after two unstressed
syllables (eëlajali:k ’beastly’; cf. Viitso 2003 : 16—18).

The previous definitions of secondary stress and secondary-stressed
feet in Estonian are mostly based on the language competence of the
authors. The differences could have been caused by differences in percep-
tion. The following empirical study is an attempt to characterize the struc-
ture of secondary-stressed feet in two peripheral areas of Estonia and
proceeds from phonetic evidence. The analysis will focus on the compar-
ison of duration ratios in primary- and secondary-stressed feet of short
syllables for which there exist also some data of earlier phonetic measure-
ments (Lehiste 1968; Sepp 1980).

2. Lengthening of unstressed vowels in secondary-stressed feet 
and the problem of foot isochrony 

Foot isochrony is a major feature of Estonian prosody (see Ross, Lehiste 2003)
which explains lengthening of the vowel of an unstressed syllable that follows
a short stressed syllable. It means that the vowel of an unstressed syllable
is consistently longer than the short vowel of a preceding stressed syllable,
that is, the duration ratio of V2 to V1 is more than 1.20. It has been pointed
out that the ratio differs considerably depending on the speaker’s dialect
background; the difference is the greatest (> 1.50) in south-eastern Estonia
and on western Estonian islands (Sepp 1980 : 98—101; Ariste 1941) and smaller
in the north-eastern coastal dialect (< 1.25) where this vowel lengthening
occurs only at the absolute end of the word. Central Estonian pronunciation
remains somewhere in the middle between these two extremes (1.25—1.40),
which is the closest to Standard Estonian pronunciation (Sepp 1980 : 99).

The lengthening of the vowel of an unstressed syllable has been usually
measured in the second syllable of disyllabic words, in which case con-
nexion of this lengthening of unstressed vowel with word-final lengthening
remains open. I. Lehiste (1968), however, showed by analysing the speech
of a North Estonian informant that the vowel in the second syllable under-
goes lengthening also in trisyllabic and tetrasyllabic words (in a disyllabic
word V2/V1 = 1.21, in a trisyllabic word 1.28, in a tetrasyllabic word 1.33).
The measurements showed a similar lengthening of the unstressed vowel
also in the secondary-stressed foot of tetrasyllabic words, even to a greater
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extent (V4/V3 = 1.63). I. Lehiste claims on the basis of her results that an
Estonian tetrasyllabic word is divided into two disyllabic units that are
similar to a disyllabic word (Lehiste 1968 : 301). Thus, in this case there
is no difference between the primary- and secondary-stressed feet, and
foot isochrony operates also in secondary-stressed feet.

Arvi Sepp (1980) studied the temporal structure of the short feet of two-,
four-, and six-syllable words on the basis of test sentences read by six infor-
mants. Five of the informants had a northern or central Estonian background,
one descended from southern Estonia. The speech of all the informants
revealed lengthening of the unstressed vowel of the primary-stressed foot.
The tetrasyllabic test word kaëvala:ma ’more cunning (Gen.)’ was pronounced
with lengthening of the unstressed vowel in the secondary-stressed foot by all
the speakers (V2/V1 = 1.36; V4/V3 = 1.57; in the speech of southern Estonian
informant V2/V1 = 1.48, V4/V3 1.62, see Sepp 1980 : 96). But the six-syllable
word kaëvala:male:gi ’even to the more cunning’ revealed a difference —
unlike the other speakers the speech of the informant with the South Eston-
ian background did not show lengthening of the unstressed syllable in trochaic
secondary-stressed feet. Accordingly, at least in the pronunciation of the same
informant the lengthening of the final-syllable vowel of the tetrasyllabic word
must have been caused by word-final lengthening. In the case of the alter-
native pronunciation where the word was divided into two trisyllabic feet
(kaëvalama:legi), this informant, however, lengthened the vowel of the
unstressed syllable that follows the stressed syllable of a secondary-stressed
foot. The possible difference, on the one hand, between the northern and
central Estonian pronunciation, and the southern Estonian pronunciation, on
the other, was manifested also in the fact that while in the first case the vowel
of the stressed syllable of the secondary-stressed foot was shorter than the
preceding vowel of the unstressed third syllable, then it was longer in the
southern pronunciation (Sepp 1980 : 95). A. Sepp’s findings show that in
northern Estonian the structure of Q1 primary- and secondary-stressed feet is
similar, but southern Estonian reveals some specific differences. The latter
enable us to divide the pronunciation of Estonian into at least two basic types.

When describing the basic phonological rules of the prosody of Setu
South Estonian, which is spoken in the farthest south-eastern periphery from
central Estonia, Paul Kiparsky and Karl Pajusalu (2001) postulated the dif-
ference between lexical and non-lexical feet. According to this approach, in
Setu lengthening of an unstressed vowel occurs only in primary-stressed
feet and feet with a lexical secondary stress (see also Pajusalu 2002 : 202 et
seq.). The following part of this article checks by means of acoustic phonetics
whether this hypothesis is more broadly valid in southern Estonian and can
be supported by data from the insular dialect in the western Estonia.

3. Secondary-stressed feet in the usage of western Saaremaa 
and eastern Võrumaa

3.1. Research material and method 

In order to carry out the study, in 2004 we recorded three middle-aged
(born 1948—1971) males and females in the parishes of Anseküla, Kihel-
konna, and Mustjala in western Saaremaa, and three middle-aged (born
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1946—1974) males and females in the parish of Rõuge in Võrumaa in south-
eastern Estonia. The informants were asked to read 4-to-6-syllable words
in a three-word sentence in Standard Estonian; the test word was positioned
in the middle of the sentence. The test included altogether 140 words having
as different as possible structures of primary- and secondary-stressed feet.
The present study analyses 37 words with the CVCV(CV) structure of
the secondary-stressed foot. The informant text was recorded with a Sony
TCD-D 100 DAT tape recorder, using an AKG D40S microphone. The
acoustic analysis was carried out by PRAAT software, we measured the
durations of all the speech sounds. The position of secondary stresses and
the quantity of feet were established by the authors of the article by ear.

3.2 Secondary-stressed feet in tetrasyllabic words

The quantity of the primary-stressed syllable served as a criterion for divid-
ing the tetrasyllabic words under discussion into three groups: (1) Q1 words
with primary-stressed feet, e.g. taëgada:gi ’even to ensure’, saëgeda:mad ’more
frequent ones’; (2) Q2 words with primary-stressed feet, e.g. kõiëguta:gu
’may they rock’, ooëdatu:mad ’more welcome (guests)’; (3) Q3 words with
primary-stressed feet, e.g. kõiëkuda:gi ’even to rock’, auësama:ga ’with more
honest’. Table 1 shows the duration ratios of Q1 words with the primary-
stressed feet.

Table 1
Vowel durations (ms) and duration ratios in Q1 tetrasyllabic words

N V1 V2 V2/V1 V3 V4 V4/V3
Võrumaa 10 95 110 1.16 79 77 0.97
Saaremaa 11 72 91 1.26 55 78 1.42

Table 1 shows that in the case of a Q1 primary-stressed foot the southern
Estonian data from Võrumaa do not reveal any lengthening of the unstressed
syllable of a secondary-stressed foot. It is in line with A. Sepp’s observa-
tion (1980) about southern Estonian usage on the basis of the pronunciation
of six-syllable words. The pronunciation of Saaremaa, however, does show
lengthening, and, similarly to previous studies of northern Estonian pronun-
ciation, it exceeds even in a secondary-stressed foot that of a primary-
stressed syllable. Both in Võrumaa and Saaremaa the lengthening of the
vowel in the unstressed syllable of a primary-stressed foot is less in
comparison with the characteristic lengthening of disyllabic words in these
areas. Also, our additional analysis shows that in the disyllabic words of
the same informants from Võrumaa the ratio of the vowel in an unstressed
syllable to that in a primary-stressed syllable is over 1.5.

3.3 Secondary-stressed feet in pentasyllabic words

In pentasyllabic words secondary stress may be positioned in a different
way. Both in Võrumaa and Saaremaa it is more common that a disyllabic
primary-stressed foot is followed by a trisyllabic secondary-stressed foot,
as in saëgeda:maga ’with more frequent’ pro saëgedama:ga. In both areas
only one informant used the second possibility in such words. In our data
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the Q3 primary-stressed foot is regularly disyllabic, e.g. oëkkali:sega ’with
thorny’. There are no trisyllabic primary-stressed feet in pentasyllabic
words. Marginally in Võrumaa this word type can carry a secondary stress
in the second syllable, whereby the word has two secondary stresses, as
in oëkka:lise:ga ’with thorny’. A trisyllabic primary-stressed foot was common
only in Q1 and Q2 words if the fourth syllable carried a morphologically-
conditioned secondary stress, e.g. piëkenemi:se ’of lengthening (Gen.)’. But
the morphological positioning of the secondary stress may not work if
there is a geminate on the boundary between the second and the third
syllable. Thus, four people from Võrumaa and three from Saaremaa pro-
nounced reëduta:mise ’of hiding (Gen.)’ and saëkuta:mise ’of tugging (Gen.)’,
and this foot structure was also common in such words as reëduta:nuga
’with a person who had been in hiding’ and saëkuta:nuga ’with a person
who had tugged’, where the affix -nu remained without a morphological
secondary stress. Table 2 below provides an overview of the duration ratios
of feet in pentasyllabic Q1 words.

Table 2
Vowel durations (ms) and duration ratios in pentasyllabic Q1 words

Secondary

N V1 V2 V2/V1 V3 V4 V5 V4/V3
stressed 
syllable

S3 Võrumaa 9 100 102 1.02 79 90 88 1.14
Saaremaa 10 95 91 0.96 57 72 82 1.26

V5/V4
S4 Võrumaa 7 95 71 0.75 62 67 80 1.19

Saaremaa 5 107 96 0.90 80 92 125 1.36

The vowel of an unstressed syllable does not undergo lengthening in
a primary-stressed foot of pentasyllabic words either in Võrumaa or Saare-
maa. In the case of a trisyllabic primary-stressed foot in Võrumaa the vowel
of an unstressed second syllable is even much shorter than the vowel of
a stressed syllable. The last unstressed vowel of a primary-stressed foot
(V3) is slightly shorter than the stressed vowel of a secondary-stressed foot
(V4), whereas it is more so in Saaremaa than in Võrumaa. In a disyllabic
secondary-stressed foot the unstressed vowel is lengthened to a greater
extent. The latter could be explained by a different durational distribution
between the syllables in a trisyllabic foot but also by a possible additional
impact of the final lengthening of the word. However, regardless of the
secondary stress the third syllable is pronounced most shortly, which points
to a certain durational similarity of both pronunciation patterns.   

3.4 Secondary-stressed feet in hexasyllabic words

In the case of hexasyllabic words it appears that often a word consists
of two trisyllabic feet. This pattern is prevalent in words with Q3 pri-
mary-stressed feet, e.g. huëkkunuke:sega ’with the little perished one’ and
auëtuimake:seta ’without the most dishonest little one’. In southern Estonian
usage of Võrumaa the second syllable can marginally carry an additional
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secondary stress, e.g. huëkku:nuke:sega. The Võrumaa informants pro-
nounced Q1 hexasyllabic words more frequently with one secondary stress,
e.g. saëgedama:gagi ’even with more frequent’; the western Saaremaa
informants, on the other hand, pronounced them more often with two sec-
ondary stresses, e.g. saëgeda:maga:gi. The Võru informants, however,
usually pronounced Q2 words with a trochaic pattern, as in saëkuta:mise:gi
’even of tugging’. Table 3 below presents the data about hexasyllabic words
consisting of short syllables.

Table 3
Vowel durations (ms) and duration ratios in hexasyllabic Q1 words

Secondary

N V1 V2 V2/V1 V3 V4 V4/V3 V5 V6 V5/V6
stressed
syllable

S3, S5 Võrumaa 9 109 131 1.20 79 140 1.77 117 125 1.07
Saaremaa 4 106 153 1.44 99 144 1.45 130 152 1.17

V4/V5
S4 Võrumaa 3 102 99 0.97 78 123 1.58 115 112 0.93

Saaremaa 7 88 85 0.97 59 94 1.59 80 57 0.85

By comparison with pentasyllabic words both in Võrumaa and Saare-
maa hexasyllabic words are pronounced much more slowly. If a word is
pronounced as three trochees, the lengthening of the unstressed syllable
will become more prominent in both regions both in the primary stressed
foot and the first secondary-stressed foot. The first secondary-stressed foot
is pronounced with an extensive lengthening of the vowel of the unstressed
syllable, which corresponds to the typical extent of a disyllabic word. One
might assume that the words with the maximum middle foot have been
pronounced similarly to compound words. The second secondary-stressed
foot reveals a negligible lengthening of the unstressed syllable, and it could
be related to the final lengthening of the word.

Similarly to the trisyllabic feet of pentasyllabic words, the trisyllabic
feet of hexasyllabic words do not involve the half-length vowel of the
unstressed syllable following the stressed syllable. It does not occur either
in primary-stressed or secondary-stressed feet. Nevertheless in hexasyllabic
words with trisyllabic feet the duration ratios are in several ways similar
to the ratios of hexasyllabic words pronounced as three trochees. These
words, too, reveal a similar V4 and V3 ratio although V4 is stressed and
V3 unstressed. In both cases the shortness of V3 and protractedness of V4
are remarkable. Apparently, there are similar durational patterns of hexa-
syllabic words where the position of the secondary stress is determined
by other parameters than duration, and stress has no significant impact
on the duration of syllables. 

4. Conclusions

Our analysis of the pronunciation of Võrumaa and Saaremaa informants
shows that multi-foot words in Estonian cannot be interpreted as identi-
cally structured sequences of feet. Tetrasyllabic, pentasyllabic, and hexa-
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syllabic words are characterized by specific durational patterns. At this
the lengthening of the vowel in an unstressed syllable is not a permanent
feature. It is absent from the secondary-stressed feet of Q1 words in the
southern Estonian pronunciation of Võrumaa, or it occurs minimally at
the end of a word, which could be explained at least partly by word-final
lengthening. The first secondary-stressed foot in hexasyllabic words is an
exception; here one can observe extensive lengthening in both regions. Such
words could be interpreted as following the pronunciation pattern of com-
pound words. The western Saaremaa pronunciation revealed lengthening
of the secondary-stressed foot in the trochaic feet of tetrasyllabic and penta-
syllabic words. But similarly to Võru, such lengthening was not revealed
in trisyllabic feet, even after a primary-stressed syllable of pentasyllabic
and hexasyllabic words. The duration ratios of a trisyllabic foot are different
from those in a disyllabic foot.

Regardless of the position of the secondary stress, in both peripheries
of Estonia pentasyllabic and hexasyllabic words are characterized by a
similar basic pattern of the temporal structure of the word. The third syl-
lable is the shortest; the following fourth syllable is much longer regard-
less of the fact whether it is stressed or unstressed. The temporal struc-
ture do not have a decisive role in the positioning of the stress. To do this,
future studies will have to focus on fundamental frequency and intensity. 

The results of the article show that there is a need to study the prosodic
structure of Estonian multi-foot words as a whole. In doing so the local
background of informants should be taken into consideration.
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SOOTNOÖENIE  DLITEL≤NOSTE|  
REÄEV\H  TAKTOV  S  VSPOMOGATEL≤N\M  UDARENIEM  

V  ÅSTONSKOM  QZ\KE

V statxe rassmatrivaœtsq åstonskie slova s dvumq i bolee reäevymi taktami,
pri åtom sopostavlqœtsq dlitelxnosti reäevyh taktov u slov s glavnym i vtoro-
stepennym udareniem, sostoqYih iz korotkih slogov (ot äetyreh do öesti). Posle
fonologiäeskogo obzora problematiki vtorostepennogo udareniq v åstonskom
qzyke avtory sosredotaäivaœt svoe vnimanie na udlinenii glasnyh bezudarnogo
sloga. Dalee analiziruœtsq sootnoöeniq dlitelxnostej glasnyh v reäevyh tak-
tah s pomoYxœ fonetiäeskih izmerenij. Sopostavlqq dannye, poluäennye na
zapadnoj i vostoänoj okrainah Åstonii — zapad o-va Saaremaa i vostok Vyru-
maa, v statxe proslewivaœtsq vozmownye regionalxnye razliäiq v proiznoöenii
obYeåstonskogo qzyka. Okazyvaetsq, äto na o-ve Saaremaa glasnyj bezudarnogo
sloga po sravneniœ s glasnym predöestvuœYego udarnogo sloga bolxöe udli-
nilsq, äem v Vyrumaa, i sootnoöeniq dlitelxnosti takta s vtorostepennym
udareniem blizki s takovymi udarnogo sloga. I vse we v oboih arealah dlitelx-
nosti taktov zavisqt ot obYej prosodiäeskoj struktury slova. V opredelennyh
mnogotaktovyh strukturah slov glasnyj bezudarnogo sloga ne udlinqetsq dawe
v takte s glavnym udareniem — i åto kak v Vyrumaa, tak i na Saaremaa. Rezulx-
taty raboty pokazyvaœt, äto prosodiäeskuœ strukturu mnogotaktovyh slov sle-
duet izuäatx kak edinoe celoe. Pri åtom neobhodimo obraYatx vnimanie na
proishowdenie informantov.
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